Team Riteish vs Team Genelia: Whose side are you on?

~The duo will be hosting the exciting new interactive poll show ‘Ladies Vs Gentlemen’ on Flipkart Video~

India, 17 November 2020: Who are better drivers? Who should propose first? Who’s more scared about commitment? Who has a better sense of humour? These are just some of the questions that have led to heated discussions between men and women over the years. If you have also found yourself discussing these questions with no end in sight, Flipkart Video now provides viewers with the perfect platform to address such googlies. Bollywood couple, Riteish and Genelia Deshmukh are geared up to settle the age-old gender debate with their new show, ‘Ladies Vs Gentlemen’.

Launching on 18th November, the show will reveal what India has to say on topics that have been the highlight of many of our conversations. Unfiltered opinions, nail-biting arguments, and sometimes a surprising agreement between both genders - this interactive poll show provides all the masti and mazza.

Hosted by Riteish and Genelia Deshmukh, the show will see team Ladies versus team Gentlemen, aided by panelists such as Karan Wahi, Karan Kundra, Vikas Gupta, Nia Sharma, Tejasswi Prakash, Bani J, Rashmi Desai, Paras Chabra, and Rithvik Dhanjani, who will go head to head with their guesstimates on the questions asked. It’s the ultimate battle of the sexes interspersed with strong opinions, debates and a whole lot of drama. Apart from a front-row seat to all the fun, users get to share their answers through the interactive format of each question. The goal is to get as close to India’s most popular choice that has been determined through the surveys conducted.

Speaking about being a part of this innovative show, Genelia Deshmukh said, “I am really excited to be sharing the screen again with Riteish after a long time. Ladies Vs Gentlemen is an engaging show that gives everyday discussions and scenarios a unique twist. The instances and examples shared by the panelists and the differences of opinion will surely entertain the audience. This show was also like a walk down memory lane for Riteish and myself; we cited so many instances from our own lives. I’m sure these questions are going to stir up some household debates too.”

“Ladies Vs Gentlemen is completely different compared to anything I have done previously. Putting people on the spot with tricky questions that can escalate really quick, was both challenging and fun at the same time. The fact that I get to co-host with my wife, just makes it that much more special. Through the course of the show, we also discovered interesting things about each other on day-to-day conversations.”

- Each episode will consist of 3 opinion-based questions
- The viewers and panelists will both be given 15 seconds for each question to lock in their percentage answers
- After the time is up, the panelists will share their views, followed by their answers and finally India’s opinion will be revealed
- Viewers that choose the percentage closest to India’s answer will stand a chance to win amazing rewards in the form of Flipkart Gift Vouchers and Flipkart SuperCoins
day topics and I am sure the audience will experience them too. All I can say is that we’ve had a blast, and the viewers are in for a treat!” said Riteish Deshmukh.

Along with bringing their chemistry to the screen, Riteish and Genelia will be seen indulging the panelists in fun banter and animated conversations, providing the viewers with guaranteed entertainment.

Stay tuned to find out more about Genelia, Riteish and the panelists, beyond their reel lives. ‘Ladies Vs Gentlemen’ by Flipkart Video will go live on the Flipkart app on 18th November. Users can access the show by clicking on the Video icon at the bottom right of the Flipkart app’s homepage.

To know more about the show: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xw1_b9cZk2U

You can download the Flipkart App here:
https://apps.apple.com/in/app/flipkart-online-shopping-app/id742044692

***

About Flipkart Video

Flipkart Video is an in-app interactive video platform from India's homegrown consumer internet company, Flipkart. Launched in 2019, Flipkart Video is reimagining digital entertainment for the mobile world. With a tech-forward approach that combines interactivity and gamification for short-form snackable content, Flipkart Video continues to create a differentiated experience for mobile-first users. It combines content with commerce by rewarding users as they are entertained, thereby truly elevating the user’s journey on the platform. Flipkart Video continues to stand apart and stay ahead, as it carves a niche for entertainment and engagement in India.

For more details contact media@flipkart.com